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Began transition from email sharing to GitHub, enabled better cooperation and collaboration with 

TSERI members. Created a NETCDF(Network Common Data Form) downloader code based off Dr. 

Giacomoni’s algorithm in Julia. Migrated earlier TSERI Models to JuMP for standardization with 

CPLEX(IBM ILOG CPLEX Optimization Studio). Developing further knowledge of linear modeling for 

future TSERI use.

This semester was focused on improving TSERI’s backend for easier and more effective remote 

collaboration due to COVID-19. At the start of the semester we needed old data from a year ago. 

Unfortunately due to the NETCDF data being 23TB it was removed from SHAMU, the 

supercomputer we used a year ago. We created an algorithm to redownload the data from the FTP 

server using Dr. Giacomoni’s algorithm as a template. Dr. Giacomoni’s algorithm was coded in 

MATLAB; we coded ours in Julia. 

After programing the NETCDF downloader, the migration to Github was started.  Started to learn 

how to operate GitHub. The algorithm first used in GitHub was the model in Modeling and 

Optimization of Biomass Quality Variability for Decision Support Systems in Biomass Supply Chains 

by Mario Aboytes. The algorithm in the paper used MPS(Mathematical Programming System). 

TSERI is migrating to CPLEX/JuMP. The migration from MPS to CPLEX was completed using the 

journal article, the algorithm’s previous data, and with the assistance of both mentors.

The NETCDF algorithm was able to read through the 23TB of weather data to only pull the 

NETCDF file required for our current model. The algorithm was able to reduce the amount 

of downloaded data from 23TB to less than 1TB. Shamu wasn’t required because of the 

reduction of data download which led to a much faster workflow. 

The migration from MPS to CPLEX was successful. Currently in the process of adjusting 

model to have a 100% match to the MPS counterpart. 

• The basics of linear modeling with JuMP and CPLEX

• Improved ability with Julia especially around the package JuMP

• Learned how to use Julia as a connection point to a NETCDF FTP server

• Learned how to use GitHub for building linear modeling and preventing coding errors

• Learned how to read Linear models from Journal articles and algorithm into JuMP

• Continued development of skills in linear modeling to help TSERI transition into JuMP, CPLEX, 

and Julia. 

• Moving more algorithms into GitHub. 

• Learning how to build a linear model from the ground up.

This work is supported by the USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture, 

Interdisciplinary Hands-on Research Traineeship and Extension Experiential Learning in 

Bioenergy/Natural Resources/Economics/Rural project, U-GREAT (UnderGraduate 

Research, Education And Training) program (2016-67032-24984).

• Aboytes-Ojeda, M., Castillo-Villar, K.K. & Eksioglu, S.D. Modeling and optimization of biomass quality variability for decision support systems in biomass supply chains. Ann Oper Res (2019). 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10479-019-03477-8

• Learn about linear modeling for future use in recoding models in Julia and CPLEX

• Learn how to operate GitHub to improve TSERI’s ability to share and cooperate in challenging models and algorithm

• Improve in Julia programing language to assist with creating algorithms

The motivation for this semester’s work was to improve TSERI’s ability to collaborate on coding and modeling. GitHub allowed for better architecture, such as branching which permitted easy 

testing and manipulation of the models without causing bugs on the main branch. Allowed easy sharing of algorithms created by TSERI employees such as the NETCDF downloader. The coding and 

bug testing for the algorithm was one of the reasons for the migration to GitHub as the previous method used to share code iterations was email. Keeping track of code iterations is very important as 

small changes to the parameters of a linear model can have significant changes to the result.
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• Continued proficiency in Julia

• Gained experience with FTPClient package in Julia

• Improved usage of JuMP

• Gained skills in creating branches and usage of GitHub

Fig. 1
First Model migrated from MPS to CPLEX. (Mario, 2019)


